Estimating the carcinogenic potential of exposure to diesel-engine ehaust particulates (DEPs) is problematic. In rats, high concentrations of DEPs (> 1,000 pg/m3) inhaled over a lifetime result in excess lung tumors. However, data for rats exposed to DEP at concentrtion not associated with lung overload are consistent with no tumorigenic effect Individual rat studies have only a limited number of exposure groups; therefore, we combined the tumor data from eight chronic inhalation studies in a meta-analysis. (16)]. Therefore, the lung tumor response in heavily exposed laboratory rats is not believed to be relevant to humans (8, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) , and the high-dose rats are not a reliable basis for DEP quantitative risk assessment.
Airborne diesel-engine exhaust particles (DEPs) are small in size and can be inhaled and retained in the respiratory tract. Furthermore, chemicals with mutagenic activity can be extracted from DEP with organic solvents, which caused concern as to potential lung cancer risk to humans (1) . The results of both occupational epidemiology and studies of rats exposed to high concentrations of DEP (> 1,000 pg/m3) have been used in efforts to quantitatively assess DEP carcinogenicity. In the case of DEP, fundamental drawbacks limit the usefulness of either of these data sources for quantitative risk assessment, particularly for the low average ambient concentrations (0-3 pg/m3) to which the general population is exposed (2) .
Epidemiology
Epidemiologic studies of occupational groups have repeatedly reported weak associations with lung cancer [reviewed by Bhatia et al. (3) ], but the causal role for DEP in these associations is in doubt (4, 5) . Available epidemiologic studies lack concurrent DEP exposure data, and surrogate measures of DEP exposure do not yield a reliably positive dose response (6, 7) . Control for smoking in the epidemiologic studies has been either absent or inadequate (4, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . The odds ratios reported across occupations with markedly different potentials for DEP exposure (3) are unexpectedly similar, and a recent study of diesel-exposed miners (one of the occupations where DEP exposure is potentially the greatest) reported a deficit in lung cancers (14) . Thus, the use of dieselexhaust occupational epidemiology for quantitative risk assessment is problematic.
Laboratory Animal Studies
Among laboratory animals (rats, mice, and hamsters) tested by lifetime inhalation exposure to high concentrations of DEP, only rats develop lung tumors (15) . Chronic inhalation of DEP at high concentrations can lead to lung overload, where retention of particles in the lungs leads to a decrease in clearance rates, and where there is a progressive increase in the quantity of lung-retained partides (14) . In rats, lung overload leads to exaggerated lung inflammation and an elevation of lung tumors, a sequence of responses not seen in other species. Lung tumors in high-dose rats are believed to arise from the sequellae of the rat-lung overload and are not specific to DEP [e.g., excess lung tumors have been found in rats that inhaled carbon black particles, which are similar to DEP but have far less extractable organics (16) ]. Therefore, the lung tumor response in heavily exposed laboratory rats is not believed to be relevant to humans (8, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) , and the high-dose rats are not a reliable basis for DEP quantitative risk assessment.
Mechanistic Evidence for a Threshold Level in the Rat Lung-Tumor Response
Under conditions of lung overload, rat lungs develop tumors in response to many inhaled insoluble particles, although at low levels of exposure, when rat lung clearance is not impaired, the animals do not exhibit exaggerated lung inflammation or develop tumors (15, 19) . Driscoll et al. (23) (24) (25) examined the inflammatory and mutagenic responses of rats exposed to various concentrations of aquartz, carbon black, or titanium dioxide. In rats that inhaled 1, 7, or 50 mg/m3 carbon black for 13 weeks, the authors observed increases in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid neutrophils and mutations in lung epithelial cells at the two higher exposures but not at 1 mg/m3 (23) . When a-quartz, carbon black, or titanium dioxide was instilled into rat lungs, mutation data correlated with inflammatory responses. Furthermore, inflammatory cells taken from the lungs of rats exposed to particles could produce mutations in lung epithelial cells ex vivor, the particles by themselves were not effective in producing mutations in cultured lung epithelial cells. Thus, mutation effects in rats were dose dependent, and for particle concentrations that did not elicit marked inflammation, mutations in epithelial cells did not occur.
In particle-inhalation studies, a commonly used exposure metric is calculated by multiplying the exposure chamber concentration by the total number of hours per week that animals were in the exposure chamber. For model to determine both maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) and upper confidence limit (UCL) estimates for the exposureresponse slope. We tested the sensitivity of the low-dose exposure-response estimates to the assumed threshold by using a consistent dose-response model that included a threshold. We extrapolated our results to human exposure to yield MLE and upper-bound values for DEP unit risk (UR). Finally, we compared our results to those derived from other methodologies.
Methodology and Results
Se1ction ofdata. For our meta-analysis, we used studies in which rats were exposed to whole DEP for 24 months or more, where the total number of animals examined per exposure level was > 90, and where the end points examined induded lung tumors. We used data on examined animals as reported by the original study authors, but we excluded animals sacrificed prior to the completion of 12 months ofDEP exposure.
In the dassification of rat lung tumors, there has been some debate about the status of squamous keratin cysts, which have been variously called "benign cystic keratinizing squamous cell tumors" and "cystic keratinizing epitheliomas" (31, 32) . Because the dassification of these lesions occurred subsequent to the original pathology, we performed our analysis two ways. One analysis excluded squamous cysts from those studies where they were explicitly identified as such, and our other analysis included squamous cysts with lung tumors. Because squamous cysts occur only at elevated exposure concentrations, their exclusion or indusion has no effect on the exposure-response curve below threshold.
Using these criteria, we identified eight chronic inhalation studies (16, (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) . Some studies indude results from animals sacrificed at interim periods (36, 37) . The exposure concentrations and study results are summarized in Table 1 , and Figure 1 illustrates data on the proportion of animals (males and females combined) with a lung tumor as a function of exposure to DEP, using the metric described below. (more likely to reject the presence of a threshold) to ignore any evidence of decreasing probability of tumors. Because there were a maximum of five exposure groups in any study, five parameters (ao-a4) were used for each study, although the analysis set many of the parameters to zero (i.e., not all the parameters were needed). We assumed that the observed tumor response was binomial with a probability given by the exposure-response model at the experimental exposure; the same procedure is used by the EPA for fitting the multistage model (40) . The model parameters were adjusted by comparing the model prediction for tumor probability, p, to the actual number of tumor-bearing animals, r, in each exposure group of total size, n. That is, for each exposure group in which r of n animals were observed to have a tumor, the log likelihood was computed as rln(p)+(n-r)ln(l -p) [2] where p is obtained from the exposureresponse model at the relevant exposure concentration, and the total log likelihood is the sum of such terms for each exposure group of every exposure-response result.
All 13 experiments were fitted with exposure-response equations, allowing different parameters and threshold concentrations for each set of results. In all cases the fit was adequate, i.e., the assumed model was not rejected by a test using twice the change in maximum log likelihood (2ALL) from its value when p was set equal to rin for every group. The analysis set many of the parameters to zero, and some were not uniquely specified by such a procedure-equally good fits may be obtained Figure 3 shows the likelihood profile for the threshold concentration for the analysis with squamous cysts included (green line) or excluded (blue line).
The combined data are all statistically consistent with a single non-zero threshold near 500 pg/m3 in the exposure-response curve; the MLE was 512 pg/m3 with squamous cysts included and 478 pg/m3 with squamous cysts excluded. This threshold is statistically different from zero-the exposure-response curves are not consistent with the absence of a threshold. To evaluate the exposure-response curve below threshold using the maximum amount of low-exposure data, we selected a lifetime-concentration cutoff of 600 pg/m3 [-100 (mg-hr)/m3 per week]. This concentration agrees with the biological evidence discussed earlier for a threshold in lung clearance impairment and in the onset of lung inflammation in rats. Moreover, this value is statistically consistent with the non-zero threshold derived above. Selecting a cutoff that is too high will bias best estimates of effect upward (by including exposure groups above the threshold, where different mechanisms may act), whereas selecting too low a value will bias upper confidence bounds upward (by reducing the effective numbers of animals included). We also provide a rigorous analysis that avoids the necessity of selecting a single value for the threshold.
Derivation ofan MLE anda UCL to the exposure-response slope. To calculate the lung tumor effect of low exposures of DEP in rats, we combined data from studies where rats had < 600 pg/m3 continuous (40) .
With this approach, we tested the null hypothesis al = 0 (no effect) versus alternate hypotheses that DEP increases or reduces lung cancer risk in rats at these low exposures. We also estimated a UCL on the coefficient al.
We fitted Equation 3 independently to the low-exposure (< 600 pg/m3) groups in the 10 experiments on 2.61, p = 0.11, two-sided) . Thus, although the MLE suggests that the effect of low exposures of DEP is slightly antitumorigenic, one cannot reject the null hypothesis of no effect below the threshold concentration. The 95% UCL on UR al (rats) obtained by this approach is 0.3 x 10-6 per pg/m3 obtained by the usual profile likelihood method (40) . This UCL rat UR is illustrated relative to the low-exposure data in Figure 2 .
The usual EPA procedure for the multistage model is to constrain al to be nonnegative, requiring the (flawed) a priori assumption that the treatment can only increase tumor risk. If we follow an exact analog of the EPA procedure but do not require equal values for ao in each experiment, the MLE for a1 is zero and the UCL is 6.3 x 10-6 per pg/m3.
In summary, our statistical analyses of low-exposure rat data suggest zero tumor response for DEP at continuous lifetime exposure concentrations below 600 pg/mi3.
A rigorous treatment for threshold selection. Selecting a threshold value and evaluating only experimental results below that threshold does not allow for the effect of uncertainty in threshold selection. To rigorously account for such uncertainty, we evaluated all the data using a combined exposure-response curve that has the form of Equation 1 above the threshold and Equation 3 below the threshold (with parameter a0 in Equation 1 selected to join these equations at the threshold concentration, and with a constraint that the slope of the exposure-response curve does not decrease as the exposure increases across the threshold). With such an exposure-response curve and induding lesions reported as squamous cysts, the MLE for the threshold is 478 pg/m3, with a 95% confidence interval (CI), 155-624 pg/m3. The MLE for a in Equation 3 (the low-dose slope) is -15.5 x 10-6 per pg/m3 and the upper 95% confidence limit is 4.5 x 10-6 per pg/m3.
The likelihood profile for the threshold using this combined dose-response curve is shown as the magenta line in Figure 3 . Approximate confidence limits obtained from the likelihood profile (cysts included) are as tabulated in Table 3 .
Scaling to human Uk The rat UR value can be converted to a human UR by assuming that the appropriate measure of equivalent dose is mass of lung-deposited DEP partides per unit body surface area per day (29) . Because metabolic rates scale more dosely in proportion to body surface area than body weight, body surface area is generally used to normalize dose in cases where metabolism may play a part in the final outcome.
Three factors enter into this conversion. First, humans breathe more per day than rats (20 m3/day vs. 0.35 m3/day), giving a multiplicative factor of 20/0.35, or 57.14. Second, humans have more body surface area than rats (surface area is assumed proportional to body mass to the 2/3 power), giving a multiplicative factor of (0.3 kg/70 kg)2I3, or 1/37.9. Third, deposition efficiency in lung alveoli for inhaled DEP particles is greater in humans (0.15) than in rats (0.11) (43), giving a multiplicative factor equal to the ratio of deposition efficiencies (0.15/0.11), or 1.364. Overall, the human UR is obtained by multiplying the rat UR by 57.14 x (1/37 .9) In our extrapolation to humans, we did not specifically allow for species differences that are known to exist in the clearance rate for lung-deposited particles (44) . However, the factor of 2.06, which we used to relate (i.e., reduce) continuous lifetime rat exposure to DEP to yield an equivalent human continuous lifetime human exposure, is conservative. For example, in the WHO Environmental Health Criteria document on diesel exhaust (11), the deposition-dearance dosimetric model of Yu and Yoon (45) was used to scale rat to human exposure. This model specifically allows for differences between rates of lung clearance for rats versus humans, and the factor obtained to relate (i.e., reduce) continuous rat exposure at low concentrations to equivalent human lifetime exposure was 1.66 (11) . Had we applied this factor instead of the 2.06 value, we would have predicted a lower UR and a higher threshold concentration for humans.
Conclusions
Our meta-analysis of data from laboratory rats supports the conclusion that the tumor responses observed at high levels of DEP exposure do not occur at low exposures. Both the statistical modeling oflung-tumor data we presented, as well as studies by other investigators on the cellular effects associated mechanistically with rat lung tumors, indicate a threshold of response in the range of 160-600 pg/m3 continuous lifetime concentration.
The low-exposure rats provide a quantitative best estimate of no DEP tumorigenesis below a threshold of approximately 480 pg/m3. Using all of the available data on rats, accounting for the threshold and for the inhomogeneity between experiments, and extrapolating the result to humans, we calculated a negative MLE UR of -32 x 10-6 per pg/m3, which is not statistically significantly different from zero. The upper-bound UR is 9.3 X 10-6 per pg/m3.
The null result in two strains of rats at low exposure, plus the null results in longterm bioassays of DEP-exposed mice (46) and DEP-exposed hamsters (33, 36) 
